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Libraries are advocates of positive dynamic trends in the society including higher 
education and public institutions. Tremendous change in libraries had happened 
for the last decade.
The conference aims to recognize some of the best practices and strategies of 
libraries in terms of introducing new tools and technologies in the delivery of 
credible sources and ethical content. It will also identify emerging trends in mobile 
environments, and understand the value of having diverse management and 
leadership styles. These changes have helped transform the communities libraries 
serve in their daily lives. Libraries play a crucial role in information support for 
learning and research that are considered as driving forces on the development 
of the society.
It is with great pleasure that we invite local and foreign librarians to participate in 
this annual conference in Astana. May we all have a fruitful exchange of knowledge 
and ideas for the development of libraries in Kazakhstan and the whole of Central 
Asia and beyond.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the Library Connect 2018, in Astana, Kazakhstan. 
I believe that year by year, Library Connect 2018 is growing to be the major international 
conference in librarianship in Kazakhstan. This year it is a first time that the conference 
is organized as a set of tracks in academic and public libraries and under the aegis of the 
IFLA, with participation of leaders of national libraries from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
and Uzbekistan, leaders of oblast libraries in Kazakhstan, and Kazakhstani university 
librarians. As you already know, the main theme of the conference is “LIBRARY CONNECT 
2018: Libraries and Its Role in Transforming Societies: Strategies and Trends” and one of 
its main goals is to promote the UN2030 Agenda to Libraries in Central Asia through 
awareness-enhancement and capacity-building measures. There is also a round table 
and seminar program covering various areas. We are honored to have Ms. Ingrid Bon, 
Manager of the Development Programs Office of the International Federation of Library 
Associations and Institutions (IFLA) as our keynote speaker.
As organizing chair of this event, I hope that the conference will make an impulse to the 
libraries’ transformation in our region according to the changes of our society. This will 
be through a combination of interesting lectures and round tables that will enrich our 
current knowledge and skills. I hope this annual meeting will provide the perfect forum 
for both public and academic libraries to interact and discuss future collaborations.
A total of 17 research papers were submitted to the technical program. From these, 8 
were selected to be presented as oral presentations during the first day of the conference. 
I thank all the authors who submitted their papers. I am immensely grateful to the 
Reviewing Committee for their work and extraordinary efforts. Every member delivered, 
every review requested, and more. Local authors through open session were also given 
the chance to share their best practices during the second day of the conference.
Library Connect 2018 was made possible by the hard work of many people. We are 
especially grateful for the contributions of organization committee with representatives 
of the Nazarbayev University Library, Eurasian National University Library, National 
Academic Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan, and Association of Libraries of Higher 
Educational Institutions of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Organizational committee and I would like to express our sincere gratitude to the 
generous and committed sponsors who through their generous support show the 
high value they place on developing libraries and encouraging their contribution in 
transforming societies.
We hope that you will find this event enjoyable and valuable. And we hope it embolden 
and motivate all of us to collaborate more and create the new library community.
ASsemgul Temirkhanova
Acting Deputy General Director for Library
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PROGRAM
23 May 2018 (Day 1: Wednesday)
Venue: Block C2, M1, Orange Hall 
Nazarbayev University 
64 Turan Avenue, Block C2 
53 Kabanbay Batyr Avenue (the opposite entrance)
9:00–10:00 REGISTRATION
Opening of the exhibition of information resources
10:00–10:30 PLENARY SESSION








Manager of the IFLA Development Programs
10:30–11:30 MESSAGES
Public Libraries in Kazakhstan: Current State and 
Perspectives
Azhar Yussupova
Deputy Director for Science of the National Library of 
Kazakhstan
International Cooperation of the National Academic 
Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Nurzhan Zholdybalinov
Acting Director of the National Academic Library of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan
New Vector of Development of Libraries in Kyrgyzstan
Zhyldyz Bakashova
Director of the National Library of Kyrgyzstan
The Role of Information and Library Centers in 
Promotion and Advocacy of a Reading Culture
Umida Teshabaeva




Moderator: Joseph Yap, Expert Manager of Nazarbayev 
University Library
Priorities of Development and Problems of the 
University Library of Kazakhstan (invited paper)
Gulzhan Irzhanova
Taraz State University, Kazakhstan
President of the Association of Libraries of Higher 
Educational Institutions in the Republic of Kazakhstan
Cooperative Collection Development and Research 
Services: Past, Present and Future
George Andrew Spencer
University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA










Moderator: Carlene Groen, Senior Expert of Nazarbayev 
University Library,
Lifelong Learning: A Landmark for Personal 
Development and New Opportunities for 
Modernization of a University Library
Gulshat Daribayeva, Perizat Utebaliyeva
Scientific Library of L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National 
University, Kazakhstan
Academic Library Sessions: Experiences and Challenges 
of Nazarbayev University Library
Darya Zvonareva, Joseph Marmol Yap
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Challenges of International Librarians: Knowledge 
Sharing from Filipino Librarians Working Across Asia
Karen Vanessa Cruz
Bina Nusantara University, Indonesia
Ricardo III Cruz
Teda International School, China
Joseph Marmol Yap
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
Q & A
14:30–16:00 PAPER PRESENTATIONS
Moderator: Anar Dautova, Expert-Manager of Nazarbayev 
University Library
Adapting Statistics and Query-Tracking Tools for 
Reference Services: Nazarbayev University Library Case 
Study
Paschalia Terzi, Yelizaveta Kamilova
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
Preservation and Strengthening of the Health of the 
Librarian in Modern Conditions
Dominina Mook
L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Kazakhstan
Bibliographic Description of Documents in the Historical 
Context
Karima Tukubayeva




16:30–18:00 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION 
(SEMINAR-WORKSHOP TYPE)
Library Cooperation and Library Associations
Moderators: Ertugrul Cimen, Assemgul Temirkhanova,
Venue: Block C3, 1009
Information Resources for Research
Moderators: George Andrew Spencer, Tendik Yermekpayeva





Qualifications of the Academic Librarian
Moderators: Barno Ganieva, Tolkyn Jangulova
Venue: Block C3, 2002
18:00–20:00 FELLOWSHIP DINNER 
(BALL ROOM ABOVE ORANGE HALL)
PROGRAM
24 May 2018 (Day 2: Thursday)
Venue: ENU Scientific Library Main Building 




Moderator: Bakhytzhan Orazaliev, PhD, Director of 




Vice-Rector of L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University
9:15–10:15 PRESENTATIONS
Moderator: Bakhytzhan Orazaliyev, PhD, Director of 
the Scientific Library of L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National 
University
Central Asia Information and Educational Network 
“CALINET”: Prospects of Creation and Development
Marat Rakhmatullaev
Tashkent University of Information Technologies, Uzbekistan
Development of Human Resources for Information and 
Library Institutions
Barno Ganieva
Tashkent University of Information Technologies, Uzbekistan
Modern Trends in Innovative Library Development
Gulmayram Abdigazieva
Scientific Library of Atyrau State University, Kazakhstan
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A Review of Available Mobile Technologies for Libraries
Gulzhan Baidyussenova
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
Libraries and Women Empowerment: Advancing 
Women and their Stories for Planet 50–50 by 2030
Yelizaveta Kamilova




Moderator: Gulzhan Irzhanova, Director of the Library 
Information Center of Taraz State University named after 
Dulati and President of the Association of Libraries of Higher 
Educational Institutions of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Cambridge University Press Publications — World-Class 
Resources for Your Library
Leszek Czerwinski
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom
Digital Kazakhstan for Libraries — Automation of Work 
with the Help of Full-Text Databases and the Unified 
EDS Search Window
Iryna Krejcarova
EBSCO Information Services, Czech Republic
International Collaborations Through High-Quality 
Research Output — Can Universities Do This by 
Promoting Standards in Research Writing and 
Developing a Better Understanding of Scholarly 
Publishing?
Raina Ziyatdinova, Nicole Barton
Enago, United States
The Latest Solutions from Ovid/LWW
Ahmed Al Alwani
Ovid, Wolters Kluwer Health
Lippincott Williams and Wilkins, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
11:45–12:00 REFRESHMENTS
12:00–13:30 PUBLISHER’S SESSION (CONTINUATION)
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Passport Global Market Information Database, 
Innovative Modelling, and Scenarios Simulation Tools
Ecaterina Bondarenko
Euromonitor International — Eastern Europe, Lithuania
Introduction of International Electronic Information 
Sources
Murat Zharmukhametov
Mikro Information Handling and Distribution / IEEE, 
Kazakhstan
Wiley Content to Foster Research in Kazakhstan
Sergey Paramonov
Wiley, Russia
Kazakhstani Libraries and Russian Publishing Houses: 
Strategic Partnership in Building the Educational Space 
of the University
Anastasia Aidakova,
INFRAM Scientific and Publishing Center, Russia
IPR MEDIA — Innovative Solutions in the Field of 
Implementation of Digital Technologies in Universities
Sergey Ivanov
IPR MEDIA, Russia
Multimedia Textbook: New Technologies in Education
Igor Gritsenko




Director of the Library Information Center of Taraz 
State University named after Dulati and President of the 
Association of Libraries of Higher Educational Institutions of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan
14:00–15:30 LUNCH
15:30–18:00 CITY TOUR
18:00–21:00 FAREWELL DINNER (OPTIONAL WITH PAY)
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БАҒДАРЛАМА
23 мамыр 2018 (1 күні: сәрсенбі)
Өтетін орны: Назарбаев Университеті 
(Тұран даңғылы, 64, блок C-2, 1 қабат, сарғыш холл) 
(Қабанбай батыр даңғылы, 53 (ғимаратқа қарсы жағындағы кіреберіс)
9:00–10:00 ТІРКЕЛУ
Ақпараттық ресурстар көрмесінің ашылуы
10:00–10:30 ПЛЕНАРЛЫҚ ОТЫРЫС
Модератор: Асемгүл Темірханқызы, Назарбаев 
Университетінің кітапханасының директорының 
міндетін атқарушы
Алғы сөз




М. Дулати атындағы Тараз мемлекеттік университетінің 
кітапханалық ақпараттық орталығының директоры, 




Халықаралық кітапханалық ассоциациялар мен 




Қазақстан Республикасының халық 
кітапханаларының жағдайы мен перспективалары
Юсупова Ажар Хамитқызы
Қазақстан Республикасы Ұлттық кітапханасының 
ғылыми зерттеулер ісі жөніндегі орынбасары
Қазақстан Республикасы Ұлттық академиялық 
кітапханасының халықаралық қызметі туралы
Нұржан Нолданұлы Жолдыбалинов
ҚР Ұлттық академиялық кітапханасының директорының м. а.
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Қырғызстандағы кітапханаларды дамытудың 
жаңа векторы
Бақашова Жылдыз Кемелқызы
Қырғызстан Ұлттық кітапханасының директоры
Оқу мәдениетін насихаттау және қорғаудағы 
ақпараттық және кітапханалық орталықтардың рөлі
Умида Алимджанқызы Тешабаева
Өзбекстан Ұлттық кітапханасының ақпараттық және 




Модератор: Джозеф Яп, Назарбаев Университетінің 
кітапханасының сарапшысы
Қазақстанның университеттік кітапханасының 
даму басымдықтары мен мәселелері (қонақ есеп)
Иржанова Гүлжан Жеңісбекқызы
Дулати атындағы Тараз мемлекеттік университетінің 
кітапханалық ақпараттық орталығының директоры, 
Қазақстан Республикасы Жоғары оқу орындары 
кітапханалар қауымдастығының президенті
Корпоративтік кітапхана жинақтарын және 




Университет кітапханаларының консорциумының 
табысты тарихы: ANKOS
Эртугрул Цимен, MEF Университеті, Түркия
Сұрақтар мен жауаптар
13:30–14:30 ТҮСКІ АС
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14:30–16:00 БАЯНДАМАЛАРДЫ ҰСЫНУ, ОҚУ
Модератор: Карлин Гроен, Назарбаев Университетінің 
кітапханасының аға сарапшысы
Өмір бойы білім алу: жеке дамудың көрсеткіші 
және университет кітапханасын жаңғыртудың 
жаңа мүмкіндіктері
Гүлшат Дарибаева, Перизат Утебалиева
Еуразия ұлттық университетінің ғылыми кітапханасы. 
Л. Н. Гумилев, Қазақстан
Университет кітапханасының тренингтері: 
Назарбаев Университетінің кітапханасының 
тәжірибесі мен міндеттері
Дарья Звонарева, Джозеф Мармол Яп
Назарбаев Университетінің кітапханасы, Қазақстан
Халықаралық кітапханашылардың 
міндеттері: Азияда жұмыс істейтін Филиппин 
кітапханашыларының білімі
Карен Ванесса Крус
Бина Нусантара университеті, Индонезия
Рикардо III Круз
Халықаралық Теда мектебі, Қытай
Джозеф Мармол Ят
Назарбаев Университетінің кітапханасы, Қазақстан
Сұрақтар мен жауаптар
14:30–16:00 БАЯНДАМАЛАРДЫ ҰСЫНУ, ОҚУ
Модератор: Анар Даутова, Назарбаев Университеті 
Кітапханасының сарапшысы
Анықтамалық қызметтер үшін статистикалық 
деректерді және сұрауды қадағалау құралдарын 
бейімдеу: Назарбаев Университетінің 
кітапханасының үлгісі
Пасха терзи, Елизавета Камилова
Назарбаев Университетінің кітапханасы, Қазақстан
Қазіргі жағдайда кітапханашының денсаулығын 
сақтау және нығайту
Домина Моок








Тарихи контекстте құжаттардың библиографиялық 
сипаттамасы
Карима Тукубаева
Еуразия ұлттық университетінің ғылыми кітапханасы. 
Л. Н. Гумилев, Қазақстан
Сұрақтар мен жауаптар
16:00–16:30 КОФЕ-БРЕЙК
16:30–18:00 “ДӨҢГЕЛЕК ҮСТЕЛДЕР”  
ФОРМАТЫНДА СЕМИНАРЛАР
Кітапханалық ынтымақтастық және кітапхана 
бірлестіктері
Модераторлар: Ертұғрұл Симен, Асемгүл Темирханқызы
Өтетін орны: C3 блогы, 2002 аудитория
Зерттеу үшін ақпараттық ресурстар
Модераторлар: Джордж Эндрю Спенсер, Тендик 
Ермекпаев
Өтетін орны: C3 блогы, 2004 аудитория
Академиялық кітапханашы біліктілігі
Модераторлар: Барно Ганиева, Толқын Жаңағұлова,
Өтетін орны: C3 блогы, 3034 аудитория
18:00–20:00 ФУРШЕТ (САРҒЫШ ХОЛЛДЫҢ САЛОНЫ)
БАҒДАРЛАМА
2018 жылдың 24 мамыры (2 күні: бейсенбі)
Өтетін орны: Еуразия ұлттық университетінің  
ғылыми кітапханасының негізгі ғимараты. 
Л. Н. Гумилев Пушкин көш., 11
8.30–9.00 ТІРКЕЛУ
9.00–9.15 ПЛЕНАРЛЫҚ ОТЫРЫСЫ
Модератор: Оразалиев Бақытжан Асалидайұлы, 
ф. ғ. к., Л. Н. Гумилев атындағы Еуразия ұлттық 
университетінің ғылыми кітапханасының директоры
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Асемгүл Александрқызы Молдажанованың,
Алғы сөзi
Еуразия ұлттық университетінің оқу жұмысы жөніндегі 
проректоры. Л. Н. Гумилев
9.15–10.15 ТАНЫСТЫРЫЛЫМ
Модератор: Оразалиев Бақытжан Асалидайұлы, 
ф. ғ. к., Л. Н. Гумилев атындағы Еуразия ұлттық 
университетінің ғылыми кітапханасының директоры
Орталық Азияның “CALINET” ақпараттық-
білім беру желісі: құру және дамытудың 
перспективалары
Марат Рахматуллаев
Ташкент Ақпараттық технологиялар университеті, 
Өзбекстан
Ақпараттық және кітапхана мекемелері үшін 
кадрларды дамыту
Барно Ганиева
Ташкент Ақпараттық технологиялар университеті, 
Өзбекстан
Кітапхананың инновациялық дамуындағы қазіргі 
заманғы үрдістер
Әбдіғазиеева Гүлмайрам
Атырау мемлекеттік университетінің ғылыми 
кітапханасы, Қазақстан
Кітапханаларға қол жетімді мобильді 
технологияларды шолу
Гүлжан Байдуссенова
Назарбаев Университетінің кітапханасы, Қазақстан
Кітапханалар және әйелдердің мүмкіндіктерін 
кеңейту: 2030 жылға қарай 50–50 жас 
аралығындағы әйелдерге қолдау көрсету
Елизавета Камилова





Модератор: Иржанова Гүлжан Жеңіссбекқызы, 
Дулати атындағы Тараз мемлекеттік университетінің 
кітапханалық ақпараттық орталығының директоры, 
Қазақстан Республикасы Жоғары оқу орындары 
кітапханалары қауымдастығының президенті
Кембридж Университеті Баспасөз — сіздің 
кітапханаңыз үшін әлемдік деңгейдегі ресурстар
Лешек Червинский
Cambridge University Press, Біріккен Корольдік
Цифрлы Қазақстан кітапханалар үшін — 
толық мәтінді дерекқорлармен жұмыс істеуді 
автоматтандыру және ЭСҚ бірыңғай іздеу терезесі
Ирина Крейцарова
Чехияның Шығыс Еуропа және Орталық Азия бойынша 
EBSCO корпорациясының аймақтық арапшысы
Жоғары сапалы зерттеу нәтижелеріне арналған 
халықаралық әріптестік — ЖОО-лар бұл 
жұмыстарды зерттеу, жазу және ғылыми 
басылымды жақсы түсіну үшін стандарттарды 
насихаттау арқылы жүзеге асыра ала ма?
Рина Зиятдинова, Никол Бартон
Энаго, АҚШ
Ovid / LWW -тің заманауи шешімдер
Ахмед Аль-Алвани, Овидия, Вольтерс KluwerHealth
Липпинкотт Уильямс и Уилкинс, Сауд Арабиясы 
Корольдігі
11.45–12.00 ҮЗІЛІС
12.00–13:30 БАСПАГЕРЛЕР СЕССИЯСЫНЫҢ ЖАЛҒАСЫ
Базарлар туралы жаһандық ақпарат паспортының 
дерекқоры, инновациялық модельдерді және 
сценарийлерді моделдеуге арналған құралдар
Екатерина Бондаренко
Euromonitor International — Шығыс Европа, Литва
Халықаралық электронды ақпарат көздерін енгізу
Мұрат Жармұхаметов
Mikro Ақпаратты өңдеу және тарату / IEEE, Қазақстан
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Қазақстан және Ресей баспаларының 
кітапханалары: университеттің білім беру кеңістігін 
құрудағы стратегиялық әріптестік
Анастасия Геннадьевна Айдакова
ИФРА-М ғылыми және баспа орталығы, Ресей дамыту 
және жарнама директоры
IPR MEDIA — университеттерде цифрлық 
технологияларды енгізу бойынша инновациялық 
шешімдер
Иванов Сергей Геннадьевич
“IPR MEDIA” МК-нің директоры, Ресей
Мультимедиялық оқу құралы: білім берудегі жаңа 
технологиялар.
Игорь Сергеевич Гриценко
Cyber Smith компаниясының директоры, Қазақстан
Сұрақтар мен жауаптар
13.30–14.00 ҚОРТЫНДЫЛАУ. КОНФЕРЕНЦИЯНЫҢ ЖАБЫЛУЫ
Иржанова Гүлжан Жеңіссбекқызы
Дулати атындағы Тараз мемлекеттік университетінің 
кітапханалық ақпараттық орталығының директоры, 




15.30–18.00 ҚАЛА БОЙЫНША ЭКСКУРСИЯ




23 мая 2018 (День 1: среда)
Место проведения: Назарбаев Университет 
(проспект Туран, 64, блок С-2, 1-й этаж, Оранжевый зал) 
(проспект Кабанбай батыра, 53 
(вход в здание с противоположной стороны))
9:00–10:00 РЕГИСТРАЦИЯ
Открытие выставки информационных ресурсов
10:00–10:30 ПЛЕНАРНОЕ ЗАСЕДАНИЕ








руководитель Офиса программ развития 
Международной федерации библиотечных ассоциаций 
и учреждений (ИФЛА)
10:30–11:30 ВЫСТУПЛЕНИЯ
Общедоступные библиотеки Казахстана: 
современное состояние и перспективы
Ажар Хамитовна Юсупова
заместитель директора Национальной библиотеки 
Республики Казахстан по научной работе
О международной деятельности Национальной 
академической библиотеки Республики Казахстан
Нуржан Нурланович Жолдыбалинов
и. о. директора Национальной академической 
библиотеки Республики Казахстан
Новый вектор развития библиотек Кыргызстана
Жылдыз Кемеловна Бакашова
директор Национальной библиотеки Кыргызстана
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Роль информационно-библиотечных центров 
в продвижении и защите культуры чтения
Умида Алимджановна Тешабаева
заместитель директора по информационно-




Модератор: Джозеф Мармол Яп, эксперт-менеджер 
Библиотеки Назарбаев Университета
Приоритеты развития и проблемы вузовской 
библиотеки Казахстана (приглашенный докладчик)
Гульжан Дженисбеккызы Иржанова
директор Библиотечно-информационного центра 
Таразского государственного университета имени 
Дулати, президент Ассоциации библиотек ВУЗов 
Республики Казахстан
Развитие корпоративных библиотечных коллекций 
и научные службы: прошлое, настоящее и будущее
Джордж Эндрю Спенсер
УниверситетВисконсин-Мэдисон, США
Успешная история консорциума вузовских 
библиотек: ANKOS
Эртугрул Цимен, Университет MEF, Турция
Туба Акбайтурк Канак, КоцУниверситет, Турция





Модератор: Карлин Гроен, старший эксперт-менеджер 
Библиотеки Назарбаев Университета
Обучение на протяжении всей жизни: ориентир 
для личного развития и новые возможности для 
модернизации университетской библиотеки
Гульшат Дарибаева, Перизат Утебалиева
Научная библиотека Евразийского национального 






Тренинги вузовской библиотеки: опыт и задачи 
библиотеки Назарбаев Университета
Дарья Звонарева, Джозеф Мармол Яп
Библиотека Назарбаев Университета, Казахстан
Задачи международных библиотекарей: 
знания, предоставляемые филиппинскими 
библиотекарями, работающими по всей Азии
Карен Ванесса Круз
Университет Бины Нусантара, Индонезия
Рикардо III Круз
Международная школа Теда, Китай
Джозеф Мармол Яп
Библиотека Назарбаев Университета, Казахстан
Вопросы & Ответы
14:30–16:00 ПРЕЗЕНТАЦИЯ ДОКЛАДОВ
Модератор: Анар Даутова, эксперт-менеджер 
Библиотеки Назарбаев Университета
Адаптация статистических данных и инструментов 
отслеживания запросов для справочных служб: 
пример библиотеки Назарбаев Университета
Пасхалия Терзи, Елизавета Камилова
Библиотека Назарбаев Университета, Казахстан
Сохранение и укрепление здоровья библиотекаря 
в современных условиях
Доминина Моок
Евразийский национальный университет им. 
Л. Н. Гумилева, Казахстан
Библиографическое описание документов 
в историческом контексте
Карима Тукубаева
Научная библиотека Евразийского национального 
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16:30–18:00 СЕМИНАРЫ В ФОРМАТЕ “КРУГЛЫХ СТОЛОВ”
Библиотечное сотрудничество и библиотечные 
ассоциации 
Модераторы: Эртугрул Чимен, Асемгуль Темирханова
Место проведения: блок C-3, ауд. 1009
Информационные ресурсы для исследований
Модераторы: Джордж Эндрю Спенсер, Тендик 
Ермекпаева
Место проведения: блок C-3, ауд. 1010
Квалификация академического библиотекаря
Модераторы: Барно Ганиева, Толкын Джангулова
Место проведения: блок C-3, ауд. 2002
18:00–20:00 ФУРШЕТ (БАЛЬНЫЙ ЗАЛ НАД ОРАНЖЕВЫМ ЗАЛОМ)
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ПРОГРАММА
24 мая 2018 (День 2: четверг)
Место проведения: Главное здание Научной библиотеки  




Модератор: Бахытжан Асетилдаевич Оразалиев, 
доктор философии, директор Научной библиотеки 




первый проректор, проректора по учебной работе 
Евразийского национального университета  
им. Л. Н. Гумилева
9.15–10.15 ПРЕЗЕНТАЦИИ
Модератор: Бахытжан Асетилдаевич Оразалиев, 
доктор философии, директор Научной библиотеки 
Евразийского национального университета им. 
Л. Н. Гумилева
Информационно-образовательная сеть 
Центральной Азии “CALINET”: перспективы 
создания и развития
Марат Рахматуллаев
Ташкентский университет информационных 
технологий, Узбекистан
Развитие кадрового персонала для 
информационных и библиотечных учреждений
Барно Ганиева
Ташкентский университет информационных 
технологий, Узбекистан
Современные тенденции в инновационном 
развитии библиотеки
Абдигазиева Гульмайрам
Научная библиотека Атырауского государственного 
университета, Казахстан
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Обзор доступных мобильных технологий для 
библиотек
Гульжан Байдуссенова
Библиотека Назарбаев Университета, Казахстан
Библиотеки и расширение прав и возможностей 
женщин: поддержка женщин и их рассказы 
о планете 50–50 к 2030 году
Елизавета Камилова




Модератор: Гульжан Дженисбеккызы Иржанова, 
Директор Библиотечно-информационного центра 
Таразского государственного университета имени 
Дулати, Президент Ассоциации библиотек ВУЗов 
Республики Казахстан
Издания Cambridge University Press — ресурсы 
мирового уровня для вашей библиотеки
Лешек Червинский
Cambridge University Press, Соединенное Королевство
Цифровой Казахстан для библиотек — 
автоматизация работы с помощью полнотекстовых 
баз данных и единого окна поиска EDS
Ирина Крейцарова
региональный менеджер корпорации EBSCO по Восточной 
Европе и Центральной Азии, Чешская Республика
Международные партнерства для 
высококачественных результатов исследований 
— Могут ли университеты сделать это, продвигая 
стандарты в исследовании, пишущие и развивающие 
лучшее понимание научной публикации?
Райна Зиятдинова, Николь Бартон
Энаго, США
Современные решения от Ovid / LWW
Ахмед Аль-Алвани, Овидия, Вольтерс Kluwer Health




12.00–13:30 ПРОДОЛЖЕНИИ СЕССИИ ИЗДАТЕЛЕЙ
Паспортная база данных глобальной информации 
о рынках, инструменты для моделирования 
инновационных моделей и сценариев
Екатерина Бондаренко
Euromonitor International — Восточная Европа, Литва
Внедрение международных электронных 
источников информации
Мурат Жармухаметов
Mikro Информационная обработка и распространение / 
IEEE, Казахстан




Библиотеки Казахстана и российские издательства: 
стратегическое партнерство в построении 
образовательного пространства вуза
Анастасия Геннадьевна Айдакова
Научно-издательский центр ИФРА-М, Россия
IPR MEDIA — инновационные решения в области 
внедрения цифровых технологий в университетах
Иванов Сергей Геннадьевич
ГК “ IPR MEDIA”, Россия





13.30–14.00 ПОДВЕДЕНИЕ ИТОГОВ. ЗАКРЫТИЕ КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ
Гульжан Дженисбеккызы Иржанова
директор Библиотечно-информационного центра 
Таразского государственного университета имени 
Дулати, Президент Ассоциации библиотек ВУЗов 
Республики Казахстан
14.00–15.30 ОБЕД
15.30–18.00 Экскурсия по городу
18.00–21.00 ЗАКЛЮЧИТЕЛЬНЫЙ УЖИН (ПО ЖЕЛАНИЮ 
С ОПЛАТОЙ САМИМИ УЧАСТНИКАМИ)
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If You Want To Go Fast: Walk Alone,  




The Agenda 2030 and its Sustainable Development Goals offer big opportunities to 
libraries and more specific to public libraries. Whether they are aware or not, public 
libraries are supporting development goals in every country around the world.
This presentation will touch up on the timeline from start, year 2000 Millennium 
Goals till year 2030 when the Agenda 2030 should be realized. It will show how 
IFLA was speaking at the UN meeting but also the steps that have been taken into 
getting libraries on the agenda, showing that libraries are agents and motors to 
change.
This valuable asset to society knows an infrastructure worldwide, a connected 
library field, to work for a better world. Worldwide libraries contribute to help 
people get connected to the internet and access the information they need. 
Informed people are citizens that can make better decisions and deliver support 
to an inclusive society.
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Cooperative Collection Development and Research Services: 
Past, Present and Future
George Andrew Spencer
University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA
gaspencer@wisc.edu
The future direction of research libraries clearly lies in increasing cooperation with 
other research libraries. This paper surveys the history of American cooperative 
collection programs, such as the Farmington Plan, the Research Libraries Group 
(RLG) Conspectus, the Library of Congress Cooperative Acquisition Program (LC–
CAP), and the activities of the Center for Research Libraries as well as more recent 
examples such as the resource sharing program within the University of Wisconsin 
(UW) System, and the UNC–Chapel Hill — Duke University cooperative Africana 
collection. The paper explores some of the methodologies and technologies 
used to facilitate cooperative initiatives between libraries at the regional, national 
and international level. Examples include: OCLC Worldcat; shared regional 
system library catalogs such as the UW System’s Ex Libris Alma based catalog, 
and shared acquisition systems such as YBP-Gobi used by the UNC–Chapel 
Hill — Duke University project. The paper also examines potential areas for future 
collaboration and cooperation, for example in cooperative research services. The 
paper also discusses issues that may hinder the development and future success of 
cooperative initiatives. The paper examines the need for a shared understanding 
of collective and institutional collection priorities and philosophies between 
institutional partners. Of crucial importance in this regard is developing a shared 
understanding of the appropriate balance between usage-driven acquisitions 
policies and the collection of infrequently used research-level materials.
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Istanbul Bilgi University, Turkey
sami.cukadar@bilgi.edu.tr
ANKOS has been very successful in linking academic institutions in Turkey to an 
effective and efficient organisation of consortial activities. This is illustrated by 
figures provided on its expansion over eighteen years. The paper takes a historical 
and descriptive approach to the Anatolian University Libraries Consortium 
(ANKOS). It aims to describe the goals, fields of activity, organizational structure, 
functioning and the benefits it provides to Turkish academic libraries. The 
authors believe that this paper is useful for all academic librarians concerned with 
consortium systems, cost sharing, e-resource management, open access (OA), 
collaboration on national and international scales, and staff exchange, especially 
in the developing world.
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Lifelong Learning: A Landmark for Personal Development and 
New Opportunities for Modernization of a University Library
Gulshat Daribayeva
Scientific Library of L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Kazakhstan
fordaribaeva@gmail.com
Perizat Utebaliyeva
Scientific Library of L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Kazakhstan
utebaliyeva.perizat@gmail.com
The article is devoted to the role of the university library in supporting and 
developing lifelong education for different segments of society. The practical 
experience of the information-resource center American Corner and Maker Space 
Astana, located in the Eurasian National University Library, shows the importance 
of supporting personal growth and skill development of users. Considering the 
functioning “American Corner and Maker Space Astana” as one of the modern 
phenomena of social development, the authors of the article suggest looking at 
its experience in organizing all of its activities. This article will analyze activities, the 
survey results of users, the results of observations, as well as the success stories 
that have influenced the personal growth and success of its visitors (teachers, 
students and other categories of users).
An eccentricity of the research lies in the proposed experience and consideration 
of topic itself. The lifelong education concept is not yet so widely accepted in 
the post-Soviet region. Our society has just started to realize the importance of 
a lifelong education for personal growth and the sustainable development of 
a society as a whole. American Corner creates conditions for a productive and 
prosperous lifestyle by offering equal access to information and educational 
resources. The described experience will be beneficial for the modernization of 
this university library as well as for other university libraries in the country.
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Academic Library Sessions: Experiences and  
Challenges of Nazarbayev University Library
Darya Zvonareva
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
darya.zvonareva@nu.edu.kz
Joseph Marmol Yap
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
joseph.yap@nu.edu.kz
Purpose of the Study
The Reference Department of the Nazarbayev University Library is responsible 
for the development and delivery of library sessions and workshops. These are 
offered as part of the educational process and partnership in supporting curricular 
and research needs as well as to enhance the lifelong learning experience of our 
library users. The following categories of sessions are provided: library orientation, 
instruction sessions, information sessions and publishers/partners sessions. These 
sessions will ultimately become part of the structured information literacy program 
of the library. The paper seeks to describe, evaluate and assess the library sessions 
and workshops conducted in 2017. The paper also defines the challenges faced by 
librarians in conducting the sessions. Another objective is to identify improvements 
for raising effectiveness in organizing and delivering the library sessions.
Methodology
Data from the 2017 online registration and evaluation will be used for this study. A 
customized registration form was built using Springshare’s LibCal tool to identify the 
affiliation and background information of the participants. It provides a report on the 
number of registered participants versus the actual number of those who attend the 
sessions. A follow-up evaluation form is sent to the registered participants one hour 
after attending a library session. This form is sent using Springshare’s LibCal feature 
and was created using Qualtrics, an online survey platform. It uses a 5-item scale to 
measure the delivery and execution of each session from: excellent, very satisfactory, 
satisfactory, needs improvement, and poor. A 10-item survey questionnaire evaluating 
several aspects of the session is then answered by the participant.
Findings
An effective way to invite participants to register for a library session is through a 
community email announcement. The most attractive topics were those related to 
literature search, use and creation of multimedia objects, and how to find data. Only 
27% of the total number of registered participants showed-up during the sessions. 
Among all the criteria, the venue and technologies were rated as other than excellent 
due to the venue being an open space. Most participants agreed that librarian-
instructors and presentation materials were of high quality. The majority of attendees 
intended to practically apply the knowledge received during the sessions.
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Challenges of International Librarians: Knowledge Sharing 
from Filipino Librarians Working Across Asia
Karen Vanessa Cruz
Bina Nusantara University, Indonesia
salamatkaren@gmail.com
Ricardo III Cruz
Teda International School, China
rickicrews@gmail.com
Joseph Marmol Yap
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakshtan
joseph.yap@nu.edu.kz
Purpose of the Study
The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Student Learning and 
Information Literacy Committee (SLILC) recently published a white paper on 
Global Perspectives on Information Literacy: Fostering a Dialogue for International 
Understanding with a chapter focused on Asia and Oceania. In that chapter Dorner 
(2017) has argued that some teaching tools developed by Western countries may not be 
appropriate for Asian countries. In particular he noted that Sri Lankan and Vietnamese 
academic librarians have a lower status compared to academic staff and that this kind of 
perception may lead to an unsuccessful working relationship that would in turn hinder 
student learning since Information Literacy (IL) involves working closely with faculty, 
teachers or tutors. Librarians have always struggled to be recognized as part of the team 
to hone student academic performance. This paper will provide information literacy 
strategies and partnerships involving Filipino librarians working across Asia. As Filipino 
educators with their own cultural backgrounds and limitations, how can they best fit in 
their international working environment? How do they initiate collaboration with the 
faculty members and teachers? What were the cultural challenges and factors before 
and during the implementation of an IL program and how were they able to cope with 
it? What IL standards or models are they following to make their IL programs effective? 
How supportive is the administration in their programs? These are just some of the 
questions that the paper will try to answer in the three Asian countries described below.
Methodology
This paper will provide case studies from three different Asian institutions representing 
South East Asia, East Asia, and Central Asia where Filipino librarians are employed. 
They will narrate their own experiences and challenges in creating information literacy 
programs involving faculty collaborations and their best practices of teaching IL with 
foreign students. International Filipino librarians will share their stories on how they 
were able to champion their own IL programs overseas.
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Findings
In general, Filipinos are believed to be courageous, adaptive and resilient in 
any kind of difficult situation. Filipino librarians also have these traits. Added to 
that is they can easily cultivate a sense of cultural awareness from any kind of 
environment. Filipinos can do any job with the help of proper training imbued 
with professional competencies. As an overseas employee, Filipinos are known 
to be visionary, flexible, patient and in possession of good interpersonal skills 
(Roberto, 2015). These traits are necessary for a Filipino librarian to work with 
locals and expatriates to fulfill their responsibility of sharing practical knowledge 
in the field of LIS.
Practical Applications
This paper will serve as a guide on how to start an IL program in a mixed cultural 
environment where collaboration is an essential factor to build a good program.
Statement of Originality
This is an attempt to collect, narrate and share the experiences of Filipino librarians 
working abroad and how they were able to convince and gain the trust of their 
fellow colleagues by instituting information literacy programs.
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Adapting Statistics and Query-Tracking Tools for Reference 
Services: Nazarbayev University Library Case Study
Paschalia Terzi
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
paschalia.terzi@nu.edu.kz
Yelizaveta Kamilova
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
yelizaveta.kamilova@nu.edu.kz
The purpose of this paper is to show how Nazarbayev University Library (NUL), 
a small-sized academic library located in Central Asia and operating in a non-
western, post-Soviet environment uses software tools, specifically Gimlet, 
Reference Analytics and Query Spy, to gather statistics on reference interactions, 
both virtual and face-to-face, to drive decision making.
The specific objectives are as follows: to describe how the above mentioned 
tools adapted to the local environment and needs of the Nazarbayev University 
Library; and, discuss if and how decision making in NUL can be improved using 
these tools as well as providing suggestions and recommendations for libraries in 
Central Asia thinking of adapting these tools to their needs. The authors believe 
that the topic of this article, specifically adapting technologies in libraries, is 
closely related to the themes of the conference, especially to trends and tools in 
academic library services.
The research design of the paper is a case study and qualitative research methods 
were adopted for the gathering of evidence and analysis of results. The authors 
narrate the history of gathering statistics for reference transactions in NU. Also, 
comparison is used to understand the advantages and disadvantages of automated 
tools with visualization features to the more traditional ways librarians in Central 
Asia have used to analyze and understand reference interactions.
Important findings of the research include: the use of software automates 
considerably the gathering of reference statistics, makes calculations easier and 
quicker, and improves the clarity of the picture librarians and management have 
about reference interactions.
The obvious limitation of this case study is that it is confined to the experience 
of only one library which has a very different vision and model of administration 
from other university libraries in Kazakhstan and Central Asia. As an implication, 
librarians from other settings should first consider carefully their context before 
adopting the NUL approach.
Tools for monitoring reference interactions are becoming easier to use and more 
sophisticated. Awareness of the available alternatives will help Kazakhstan and 
other libraries in Central Asia minimize the cost of implementation and choose 
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the best solutions for their contexts. The authors believe this work is a stepping 
stone in that direction.
The researchers consider this paper to be highly original as research on gathering 
statistics for reference transactions in Kazakhstan and Central Asia is limited. 
Also, using technology to gauge online user’s needs has not been touched upon, 
especially in the context of Central Asian English language universities.
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Preservation and Strengthening of the Health of the Librarian 
in Modern Conditions
Dominina Mook
L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Kazakhstan
dominina-60@mail.ru
A combination of features of library labor: the need to quickly and clearly think, analyze 
and make decisions; communicate with different people, manage an excess of textual 
information; as well as the instability of the pace and rhythm of work, and the high 
degree of physical activity poses a number of threats to work and health. The use of 
modern equipment leads not only to a change in the functional duties of workers, but 
also to the emergence of sources of danger. And as a result of constant communication 
with users demonstrating the whole spectrum of psych-emotional states — the threat 
of stress. New forms of activity affect the psychology and consciousness of people 
ultimately, changing them. The main goal of labor protection of a librarian is to save 
the life and health of the librarian in the process of his professional activity.
The purpose of this article is to describe the factors impacting on the working 
environment and health of librarians as well as normative documents that aim to 
protect librarians. The article presents the results of the study on the basis of an analysis 
of the negative factors of the working environment, the author’s own experience, and 
the study of literature on the factors that cause occupational diseases and discomfort 
among library workers. Methods of preventing stress and occupational diseases 
among librarians are also suggested.
Development / Methodology / Approach
The state of health of the library staff was analyzed based on a survey questionnaire.
The received data
Based on the experience of libraries in the field of occupational safety, it can be argued 
that, no matter how well work activities are organized to ensure the safety of production 
and work, the real level of safety can be assessed only taking into account the opinions of 
people directly working in production. These are the people in daily contact with hazards, 
and who notice gaps and “weak spots” in maintaining, a safe work environment.
Limitations / consequences of research
Studies have shown that it is necessary to develop recommendations aimed at 
preventing occupational diseases of the librarian, strengthening librarians’ ability to 
resist such diseases, creating a healthy lifestyle, as well as optimizing work processes 
in the library in order to avoid overstretching and emotional stress of employees.
Originality / value
There has been little scientific study of the professional health of a modern librarian.
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Bibliographic Description of Documents  
in the Historical Context
Karima Tukubayeva
Scientific Library of L. N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Kazakhstan
karima.tukubaeva@mail.ru
Bibliographic description as a result of the centuries-old knowledge of the 
document at various stages of development is the basis of bibliographic 
information and one of the points of access to information resources. The aim 
of this paper is to reveal the peculiarities of the development of the bibliographic 
description of documents at various historical stages and to determine ways of 
improving bibliographic description on the basis of world trends. The study used 
comparative analysis of the experience of some countries in the development 
of standardization in the field of cataloging. The history of the bibliographic 
description has evolved in accordance with the trend of the times, adapting to 
new technologies and social demands of the scientific community. The whole 
historical development of the bibliographic description led to the need for its 
standardization. The most important problem was the development of unified 
international standards for bibliographic description and the alignment of national 
standards with international standards. Using a single method of bibliographic 
description unifies approaches in the field of cataloging information resources. 
The theoretical significance of the research lies in the fact that it reveals the 
essence of bibliographic description and the principles of its compilation. The 
historical and methodological aspects of the bibliographic description of the 
document are investigated beginning with its inception in antiquity and ending — 
in contemporary times. Practical significance and implementation of the research 
results consist in determining trends and prospects for the modern development 
of bibliographic description.
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Central Asia Information and Educational Network 
“CALINET”: Prospects of Creation and Development
Marat Rakhmatullaev
marat56@mail.ru
The report is devoted to important issues of strengthening the creative, scientific 
and cultural ties between the Central Asian republics on the basis of information 
and library interaction. The tasks and efficiency of the CALINET project (Central 
Asia Library Information Network) are considered. The purpose of the project is the 
development of the Central Asian republics (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan 
and Tajikistan) information infrastructure by increase of the educational level of 
librarians and knowledge of the population of region. The project should allow 
to develop information communications between republics of Central Asia (CA) 
and other countries, and also to expand their information openness for active 
participation in the global information exchange. Expansion of information 
and library services, improvement of quality of service in libraries CA due to 
improvement of professional skill of librarians and creation of the new valuable 
information sources having global value — electronic databases, digital collections 
of rare and unique editions of libraries CA will be too.
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Libraries and Women Empowerment: Advancing Women and 
their Stories for Planet 50–50 by 2030
Yelizaveta Kamilova
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
yelizaveta.kamilova@nu.edu.kz
As libraries advance the UN2030 agenda, its participation on issues that relates to 
the 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) become an essential part of library 
programs. Last year, United Nations commemorated with a series of activities along 
the theme, “Women in the Changing World of Work: Planet 50–50 by 2030” 
highlighting how women accelerate the 2030 Agenda, building momentum for the 
effective implementation of the new Sustainable Development Goals, highlighting 
SDG 5 — to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls; and SDG 4: 
Ensure inclusive and quality education for all and promote lifelong learning.
More often academic libraries are only associated with research and social issues are 
left for public libraries. However, it takes a concerted effort of all libraries to advance 
the 17 SDGs and transform the knowledge society.
Purpose of the study
This paper will utilize quantitative approach in a form of narrative analysis sharing a 
program conducted by the presenters about women. It aims to increase awareness 
on the role and achievement of women; discuss ways to champion causes for 
achieving gender equality and promoting women’s rights; and promote inclusive 
and quality education for all sharing ideas on how to forge women’s advancement.
Methodology
Narrative analysis is an important part of knowledge transfer and communication. 
It is tied closely to memory that is perceived first-hand. These stories are 
subsequently analyzed in such a way that researchers can draw theoretical and 
philosophical conclusions. As it deviates from quantifiable measures, this paper will 
use photos, video clips and stories of librarians who are the program facilitators.
Practical Applications
This paper hopes to provide insights on programming related to SDG 4 and 5 
that can be replicable for other libraries. It also hopes to stimulate discussions and 
actions related to women empowerment and inclusivity programming.
Statement of Originality
Academic libraries in Kazakhstan focus on research and instruction. This paper 
that addresses programming and social justice principles are not fully explored. 
The presentation hopes to encourage more academic libraries to participate and 
advocate for socially conscious roles.
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Development of Human Resources for Information and 
Library Institutions
Barno Ganieva
Tashkent University of Information Technologies, Uzbekistan
barno_1972@mail.ru
The development of modern scientific and educational society is based on the 
following basic principles: providing access to actual information resources; 
creation of conditions for satisfying the intellectual, spiritual, moral, cultural and 
educational needs of users; to promote the revival and further development of 
the national culture, the preservation of the cultural and historical heritage; and 
to ensure the use of information and library resources on the basis of advanced 
information and communication technologies. Obviously, the fulfillment of these 
tasks is impossible without the training of highly qualified personnel, without 
a system of retraining of library workers, and without the development of a 
network of training and consulting centers. The department “Information and 
Library Systems” of Tashkent University of Information Technologies from the 
first days of its appearance has taken the course on the development of the new 
curriculum that meets modern requirements. Joint projects with the universities of 
Italy, England, Scotland and Latvia have allowed the development of new curricula 
and the opening of a master’s program in the training of specialists in demand.
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A Review of Available Mobile Technologies for Libraries
Gulzhan Baidyussenova
Nazarbayev University Library, Kazakhstan
gulzhan.baidyussenova@nu.edu.kz
Libraries have the opportunity to extend new different types of library services 
to users. Usage of portable technology has changed the method for individuals 
to get and import data. Patrons need simple access to application data and 
information putting weight on Library and Information Science (LIS) experts to 
thoroughly consider the patron’s data needs. With help of mobile phones and 
electronic devices, libraries can revolutionize the way of providing instant access 
to information. This presentation gives a short review of the different available 
technological trends and how libraries can manage to introduce these new trends. 
The presentation gives various suggestions to help this objective.
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Modern Trends in Innovative Library Development
Abdigazieva Gulmairam Khassenovna
Scientific Library of Atyrau State University, Kazakhstan
gulmairam.abdigaziyeva@gmail.com
The library of the future is an informational cultural center where you can find 
everything necessary to obtain information, use, storage and distribution. A 
user of library services must receive information in 24/7 mode, wherever mobile 
communication is available (internet, social networks, telephones, smartphones, 
laptops and other available user tools).
Technological novelties: automatic dispensers and return of books (RFID), 
multimedia space, and “101 point of reading” are some relevant trends for the 
individual work of the reader. Remote users have the option to control online 
registration, online order documents, and virtual bibliographic assistance.
Creation of co-working areas, target media spaces, art areas, CSL sites (Culture, 
Study, Library), laboratories of youth innovative creativity, a unified system of 
identification and authorization of the reader is already a reality of the present time.
Sites of the library, service on the IRI system (selective dissemination of information) 
are there to improve innovation of the activities in the libraries. New opportunities 
raise them to a new level of service, changing their status and significance in the 
life of society.
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